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Introduction
● Traditional logit models assume a compensatory 
utility function (trade-off between attributes).
● This approach fails to recognize attribute 
thresholds in consumer behavior.
● A mixed strategy is proposed, using compensatory 
utilities with cutoff factors that that restrain 
choices to the available domain.
Contents of presentation
● Discrete choice problem
● Constrained random utility




The constrained discrete choice problem
● Consumer’s problem:
● Requires to:
− Specify a utility function able to include constraints or 


















The constrained discrete choice problem


























● Two stage approach. 
− Generate each consumer’s feasible choice set. 
Difficulty: large choice sets
− Heuristic to reduce choice sets 
Tversky, 1972
Manski, 77
Swait - BenAkiva, 87
BenAkiva - Boccara, 95  
Cantillo - Ortúzar, 04
Morikawa, 95
Swait, 01
Cascetta - Papola, 01
• Non compensatory utility, e.g. elimination by aspects
• One step approach: reduced utility 
Deterministic model: linear penalties included in utility. 
Continuous but non-differentiable
Simulate availability/perception implicitly in the 



















(indirect) utility Utility penalty
Random term
Constrained random utility
● Lower and upper cutoffs:












































































− Preserves the closed logit formula
● Represents a joint logit model
− Modeling compensatory choice
− Modeling constraint violation
● Applications:
− Real estate supply: planning regulations
− Consumers: income and time budgets, attribute perception, 
externalities and agglomeration economies
− Transport: congestion
Application example 1
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● Cutoff parameters were possible to identify
● Constants are lower in the CMNL (behavior 
explained by cutoffs)
● Different forecasting results when constrained 
attribute changes significantly
Application example 2

































Min tolerated average 
zone-income (US$)
113 276 380 531 786
Income levels (US$) < 296 296 – 593 593 – 1186 1186 – 2371 > 2371
Application example 2
Calibration issues
● Explicit exogenous constraints (budget, capacity) 
are useful when forecasting demand.
● Problems:
− Every observation complying with restrictions.
− Correlation between parameters in the cutoff and the 
compensatory utility function.
Conclusions
● The CMNL enhances the discrete choice models by 
imposing a realistic domain avoiding the choice set 
generation.
● Preserves the closed logit formula.
● Allows to include multiple constraints
● It can be used to model both endogenous and 
exogenous constraints.
● Requires further research on calibration methods
Questions?
